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to Germany, and' Hungary without Austria would have
been coerced into annexation Tby her neighbours, possibly
Eussia. It was this fear alone which supplied the cement-
ing material and kept the disjointed pieces together. Yet
Hungary, though much smaller than Austria, by reason o£
her compact Magyar population commanded in all common
counsels the lion's share in contrast with and much to the
discomfiture of Austria whose population was extremely
heterogeneous and whose delegation was a house divided
against itself. In the Hungarian delegation 55 out of 60
members were always Magyars and they usually won over
to their side some one party of the Austrian delegation. It
was this specially protected position of Hungary which
gave currency to saying that Hungaiy enjoyed seventy
percent of the power for thirty percent of the cost.*
Strictly speaking the constitution was not an example
of a true federal constitution. The inequality of the mem-
bers, the strange machinery and its curious working, the
want of legislative centralisation, coupled with the financial
instability, and lastly the fear which lay at the root of any
community of interests reduced the possibility of the two
countries forming a true federation. Nowhere else in
Europe, nay even in the world, could such a system of
administration lasting for such a long period be found.
Lowell rightly remarked that Austria Hungary (of the pre-
war days) was a " museum of political curiousities."
But this anomalous position could not bear the strain
of racial pressure if exerted from a foreign source. In fact
it was this racial antagonism which, in the Great War,
ended the union of Austria and Hungary and split the
whole confederation into smaller states founded on racial
grounds, thus uniting the Pole with the Pole and the Slav
with the Slav, a natural and lasting sequence of common
* " Lowell. 'Govenimeuts and Parties in Continental Europe,' Vol. 11,
page 1G7.

